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How often do you have to recertify propane tanks?

 March 9, 2018   RV Sta

Here’s a question from a reader of RVtravel.com
about boondocking. 

Hi Bob, 

My husband and I began fulltime RVing in
November 2017. We bought a 2003 Alpine Coach
motorhome, having it inspected and warranted

before hitting the road. We headed south from Indiana and have been to
several states. We haven’t had need for propane much other than a few
cold periods. Not quite knowing how much we’ll need it, we thought we
should top o  the tank while we were in Kentucky. But an attendant at a
Pilot Truck Stop said he couldn’t ll our tank because it didn’t have an
inspection sticker.

So, we tried to get an inspection at a propane gas company, but they said
they don’t do inspections and couldn’t ll it for us because our rig was
too big. They referred us to Tractor Supply. A TSC attendant said they
don’t do inspections either, but lled our tank without a problem.

Can you ll us in on the requirements for proper re lling of motorhome
propane tanks and whether any/all states require inspections, how often,
and by whom? Should the inspector we hired when we bought the RV
pointed out the need for the tank to be certi ed? Thanks in advance for
your response to our query. Cheryl & Tom

Hi Cheryl & Tom,

The Department of Transportation (DOT) nalized the new rule a ecting
requali cation of DOT cylinders; this new rule took e ect January 23,
2017.

The rule impacts the following areas of cylinder requali cation: 
• Reduces the initial requali cation period for DOT cylinders from 12
years to 10 years from the date of manufacture. 
• Reduces the requali cation period for cylinders that are requali ed
using volumetric expansion testing from 12 years to 10 years. 
• Increases the requali cation period for cylinders that are requali ed
using a proof pressure test from 7 years to 10 years. 
• Does not a ect the 5-year visual inspection method for cylinder
requali cation.

According to the Energized Gas Inc. website, … “each state you cross
handles propane re ll di erently than the next. You need to be aware of
the rules and regulations. Some states may require suppliers to use three
separate measures for determining when the propane tank is full. You
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Motorhome ASME propane tank
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How to handle water needs when boondocking

may need to use a scale and an OPD [over lling prevention device] and
the xed liquid level gauge. You will encounter both state and federal
regulations when it comes to re lling your propane tanks, so it’s best to
get familiar with the regulations before you embark on your journey.”

RV propane tanks, or DOT cylinders, must be lled at certi ed lling
stations by trained technicians. Every ten years, an RV propane tank or
DOT cylinder used on a travel trailer or 5th Wheel must be recerti ed, as
well as inspected for working condition after each subsequent lling. Any
propane supplier should be able to clarify the rules and advise you where
(in the local area) you can get your tank recerti ed. 

Motorhomes, though, have installed
ASME (American Society of
Mechanical Engineers) tanks, not DOT
tanks.  ASME tanks are not required
to be re-certi ed since they are
permanently installed. But DOT/TC
cylinders, both vertical and horizontal,
because they can be removed,
transported and lled independently,
do qualify for periodic re-certi cation.
All propane containers, tanks and cylinders, however, should be
periodically inspected, cleaned and tested for leaks. All of which should
be considered preventive maintenance common sense.

For more information and updates contact the National Propane Gas
Association (NPGA). 

As to whether the inspector you hired should have told you about the
need to recertify your tank, probably, but it’s not worth fretting over for
his oversight. There are lots of new things you will learn as you travel
about – and learning them provides the transition from a newbie to an
experienced RVer. After more than 40 years of RVing and 17 years as a
fulltimer, I am still learning. And then the rules all change – again. 

Read more about boondocking at my BoondockBob’s Blog. 
Check out my Kindle e-books about boondocking at Amazon.

Do you have a question for Bob? Email him at bob.rvtravel (at) gmail.com
.
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Ian Hunter
  March 17, 2018 at 3:52 pm

Would you please give information on Viking composite propane tanks.
Thank you.

Reply

Sharon Baron
  March 11, 2018 at 7:36 pm

I recently went to BJ’s in Miami to ll my propane tanks. One of the
tanks was rejected as it was too old even though there was no rust
evident. If I remember correctly the tank was 12 years old. 
That seems to be the standard. So I bought a new one. 
The also told me to take the old one to Home Depot and they will give
me a new tank for about 25.00

Reply

Doc
  March 10, 2018 at 6:23 pm

Correct, no recerti cation on permanently installed asme tank. But a
visual integrity inspection should occur at every re ll

Reply

Tommy Molnar
  March 10, 2018 at 7:30 am

Depending on where you stop for re lling your propane tank(s), the
“trained” operator might not even glance at the manufacture date. Just
hook up the hose and ll.

If we haul one of our tanks into a nearby town to re ll, I always make
sure it’s clean and looks new (even though it’s NOT new). This can help
avoid any immediate inspection problems.

30 years ago I worked for a propane company, and the way we “re-
certi ed” tanks was to spray ‘special’ bubbling propane leak detection

uid (which I suspect was relabeled diluted Palmolive dish soap . . .),
look for excessive rust, and stamp a ‘recert’ stamp on it. You were then
good to go. I can’t imagine much has changed since then – other than
raising the price for this highly technical process.

Reply
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RV parts and Accessories at
Amazon.com 
Did you know that Amazon.com has
one of the largest — if not THE largest
— selection of RV parts and
accessories anywhere? Not only is the
selection vast, but the prices great.

Camp for free
with fellow
RVers 
Boondockers
Welcome
members can connect with fellow
RVers across the country who invite
them to be a guest on their private
property for a night or two. Meet locals
with a common interest. Share
experiences. Arrange safe, legal, free
overnight RV parking all the way to
your destination. Learn more.
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Ward
  March 10, 2018 at 6:38 am

A motorhome ASME tank like the one on Sheryl & Tom’s. Is not required
to any inspection like the bottled DOT tanks. Bob didn’t mention that in
his answer to Sheryl & Tom.

ASME TANKS that are found on an RV do not get recerti ed.

Reply

Dennis
  March 10, 2018 at 9:16 am

Ward is correct. DOT tanks and ASME tanks are two di erent
animals. The permanent mounted ASME tanks on a motorhome
Do Not require recerti cation.

Reply

Morrie Estrada
  March 10, 2018 at 10:14 am

There should have been an explanation on the di erence
between a DOT cylinder and an ASME tank. Most people
are still confused.

Reply

Dave Hagen
  March 10, 2018 at 9:21 am

Ward is right. Bob did not answer the question! Sheryl and Tom
have a motorhome!

Reply

Brent
  March 10, 2018 at 6:31 am

The recerti cation period has changed back to 12 years.

Reply

Charles Howard
  March 10, 2018 at 6:21 am

I had the same problem in KY. And couldn’t nd anyone to recertify so I
bought one new tank. 
When we got to the RGV the Propane dealer near our Park recerti ed
my remaining OLD tank for $10

Reply

James E.
  March 9, 2018 at 5:42 pm

A motorhome tank is permanently attached and to my knowledge does
not have to be recerti ed.

Reply
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Do you shop at Amazon.com?  
Shop here and help
support this
newsletter. You pay

the same price as you do going directly to
Amazon.com, but we get a tiny commission
(which adds up and helps us continue to
produce our website and its weekly
newsletter). Thanks a whole bunch! Click here. 
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